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DELIVERING ON THE 10-POINT PLAN FOR UKRAINE

On 28 March, the Commission, in coordination with the French presidency, presented a 10-Point Plan for stronger European action on welcoming people fleeing the war from Ukraine.

Several actors actively contribute, including Member States authorities, civil society organisations as well as international partners and UN bodies. The Commission also maintains close cooperation with the Ukrainian authorities to address the needs of people fleeing the war.

1. An EU Platform for Registration

- The EU Platform for Registration was established in record time and is online since 31 May;
- 3.2 million people registered for temporary protection across EU Member States;
- Temporary Protection Guidelines issued on 21 March to help Member States correctly apply the Temporary Protection Directive.

2. An EU level coordinated approach to the transport and information hubs

- EU map with transport and information hubs online since 12 May;
- Helpline in Ukrainian and Russian for people fleeing the war active as of 16 May;
- Over 400 people trained by the EUAA to work on the ground;
- Information Campaign to encourage moving to EU countries with available capacity launched 9 June.
The specific challenges of reception and care for unaccompanied and separated children from Ukraine identified and addressed in the Solidarity Platform and with experts; Dedicated Standard Operating Procedures developed for transfers of unaccompanied minors from Moldova; Support provided to Member States and relevant partners to adapt education systems, including through the publication in April of the Guidance on integration in education, trainings, webinars and coordination of activities under the EU Education Support Group for Ukraine.

In close cooperation with EU countries, EU agencies and international organisations, the Commission developed a contingency plan at EU level, outlining key recommendations and actions for each country and for the EU.

The specific challenges of reception and care for unaccompanied and separated children from Ukraine identified and addressed in the Solidarity Platform and with experts; Dedicated Standard Operating Procedures developed for transfers of unaccompanied minors from Moldova; Support provided to Member States and relevant partners to adapt education systems, including through the publication in April of the Guidance on integration in education, trainings, webinars and coordination of activities under the EU Education Support Group for Ukraine.

A Common Anti-Trafficking Plan

A Common Anti-Trafficking Plan developed under the lead of the EU Anti-Trafficking Coordinator and endorsed by the Solidarity Platform on 11 May; List of national anti-trafficking helplines online since 24 April; Dialogue with online companies launched under the EU Internet Forum on 5 May.
Reinforced solidarity with Moldova

- Status Agreement between Frontex and Moldova in place as of 17 March and European Border and Coast Guard Standing Corps deployed since 19 March;
- Coordination of transfers from Moldova to EU Member States, with UNHCR and IOM; EUAA supporting through information provision;
- 20 000 places pledged by 19 EU and Schengen associated countries. Over 1 700 people transferred so far;
- Memorandum of Understanding for the EU Border Assistance Mission between Commission, Moldova and Ukraine signed in June.

A reinforced framework for international cooperation on safe destinations

- Over 140 000 displaced people from Ukraine arrived to United States, Canada and United Kingdom under their respective schemes.

Address internal security implications of the war in Ukraine

- Europol providing operational support to all EU countries bordering Ukraine and to Moldova;
- EMPACT community mobilised to tackle organised crime, trafficking of human beings, combatting drug use. Special attention also given to the fight against firearms trafficking;
- €10 billion of frozen assets of Russian oligarchs under the work of the ‘Freeze and Seize’ Task Force.

Adequate resources and funding

- Rapid mobilisation of EU financial tools and maximum flexibility introduced;
- €1 billion from CARE programme indicatively planned by 10 Member States to support people fleeing the war;
- €10 billion of REACT-EU fund made available for 2022, of which €3.5 billion as pre-financing already disbursed;
- €400 million Emergency Assistance from Home Affairs Funds (AMIF and BMVI); €248 million already available.
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